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Monte Carlo orbit/full wave simulation of ion cyclotron resonance
frequency wave damping on resonant ions in tokamaks

M. Choi, V. S. Chan, and R. I. Pinsker
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-5608

S. C. Chiu
Sunrise R&M Inc., San Diego, California 92129

W. W. Heidbrink
University of California, Irvine, California 92697

sReceived 14 March 2005; accepted 26 April 2005; published online 20 June 2005d

To investigate the experimentally observed interaction between beam ion species and fast Alfvén
wave sFWd, a Monte Carlo code,ORBIT-RF fV. S. Chan, S. C. Chiu, and Y. A. Omelchenko, Phys.
Plasmas 9, 501 s2002dg, which solves the time-dependent Hamiltonian guiding center drift
equations, has been upgraded to incorporate a steady-state neutral beam ion slowing-down
distribution, a quasilinear high harmonic radio frequency diffusion operator and the wave fields
from the two-dimensional ion cyclotron resonance frequency full wave codesTORIC4d fM.
Brambilla, Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion41, 1 s1999dg. Comparison ofORBIT-RF simulation of
power absorption with fixed amplitudes of FW fields fromTORIC4 power absorption calculation,
which assumes Maxwellian plasma distributions, attains agreement within a factor of two. The
experimentally measured enhanced neutron rate is reproduced to within 30% fromORBIT-RF

simulation using a single dominant toroidal and poloidal wave number. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1935387g

I. INTRODUCTION

In burning plasma physics experiments such as Interna-
tional Thermonuclear Experimental ReactorsITERd,1 both
neutral beam injectionsNBId and fast Alfvén wavesFWd in
the ion cyclotron resonance frequenciessICRFsd will be em-
ployed for auxiliary heating and current drive. In conse-
quence, a large population of energetic ions exists in the
form of injected neutral beam ions and fusion born alphas.
Since energetic ions havek'ri ù1 sk' is the perpendicular
wave number andri the ion Larmor radiusd, strong damping
of the FW on energetic ions even at high ion cyclotron har-
monics may occur near the resonant locations satisfying
vrf −kini=nVi wherevrf is the wave frequency,ki the paral-
lel component of wave number,ni the parallel ion velocity,n
the harmonic number andVi the ion cyclotron frequency.
Therefore, significant high velocity ion tails can be produced
in the plasma when the FW is launched into the plasma. The
presence of energetic ion species can modify the plasma be-
havior in important ways such as magnetohydrodynamic
sMHDd stabilization or destabilization and momentum
transport/plasma rotation by the ICRF generated energetic
tails. These issues relating the interaction between the ICRF
wave and energetic ions must be well understood for suc-
cesses of future tokamak experiments and achievement of
ITER physics goals.

Answers to some of the issues might come from under-
standing previous experiments in existing tokamaks. Beam
ion absorption of the FW at moderately high cyclotron har-
monics has been observed experimentally in JT-60UsJapan
Tokamak-60 Upgraded,2 JET sJoint European Torusd,3

TEXTOR sTokamak Experiment for Technology Oriented

Researchd,4 and DIII-D.5–9 In the DIII-D tokamak, absorp-
tion of the FW on beam ion species has been observed dur-
ing fast wave current drivesFWCDd experiments in deute-
rium beam injected plasma using either two simultaneous
frequenciess60 and 83 MHzd or separate frequencies from
60 MHz to 117 MHz. These DIII-D experiments have dem-
onstrated that the presence of ion cyclotron harmonic reso-
nances in the plasma can lead to significant damping of the
FW on energetic beam ions generated during neutral beam
injection sNBId when the cyclotron harmonic layerssn=4
,8d are near the magnetic axis. Most recently, experiments
in the National Spherical Torus ExperimentsNSTXd have
reported10 significant interaction between high harmonic fast
wavesHHFWd and energetic beam ions. As evidence, peaked
pressure profile of beam ions has been observed in the cen-
tral region of plasma with a significant enhancement of mea-
sured neutron rate when the HHFW was launched to NB
preheated discharges. The ion energy spectrum from neutral
particle analyzersNPAd showed also strong enhancement of
energetic tails on beam ion distribution above the injected
beam ion energy, which leads to enhanced neutron rate.

Conventionally, full wave11,12 or ray-tracing codes13,14

combined with Fokker–Planck code assuming zero banana
width have been used to study the interaction between the
FW and the plasma. Previous numerical analysis on the ex-
perimental measurements in DIII-D tokamak has been also
done using similar simple Fokker–Planck model9 and the
ICRF code Power deposition for ION cyclotron resonance
heatingsPIONd.8 However, these approaches do not take into
account both finite orbit width of non-Maxwellian ions pro-
duced from the radio frequencysrfd interaction and the radial
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scattering of energetic particles across flux surfaces by colli-
sions and waves. For example, since conventional full wave
codes assume local Maxwellian distributions for plasma spe-
cies, the predicted power absorption of the FW on ion spe-
cies may depend significantly on the initially assumed distri-
bution. In addition, since rf excited ions may also go through
large orbit excursions, absorbed power deposition profiles on
ion species may be much broader or their power fractions
may be reduced due to orbit loss to a wall. In a large device
like ITER, this finite orbit effect is expected to be important
since several resonance layers can be located close to each
other spatially across the minor radius. Therefore, these ef-
fects should be included for more reliable predictions of fu-
ture DIII-D experiments and burning plasma physics.

A similar study on the effects of finite orbit width and
radial diffusion of rf-induced non-Maxwellian ions due to the
interaction between the FW and plasma ion species is the
work by Hellstenet al.15 It used theSELFO code that calcu-
lates self-consistently the wave field from a global full wave
codeLION

16 and the non-Maxwellian velocity distribution of
fast ions from a Monte Carlo codeFIDO

17 solving the Lange-
vin equations for the invariants of motion of the unperturbed
orbits for each resonant ion species.15 The dielectric tensor is
constructed from the calculated distribution function.
ORBIT-R

18 differs from SELFO in that it follows the Hamil-
tonian guiding center orbit drift motion for each ion species.
Main features ofORBIT-RF are as follows. It solves the
Hamiltonian guiding center drift equations to follow trajec-
tories of test ion species in 2D axisymmetric numerical mag-
netic equilibrium under Coulomb collisions and ICRF quasi-
linear heating. Monte Carlo collision operators for pitch-
angle scattering and drag calculate the changes of test ions in
parallel velocity and pitch angle due to Coulomb collisions
between test ions and background plasma. A rf-induced ran-
dom walk model describing the fast ion stochastic interaction
with the FW is implemented to reproduce quasilinear diffu-
sion in velocity space, assuming that test ions lose their
phase information with the FW through successive collisions
before they re-enter the resonance region.19,20A generalized
high harmonic rf diffusion operator20 calculates perpendicu-
lar rf kicks at resonances including Doppler shifts. The two
dimensional full wave codeTORIC4

12 is coupled toORBIT-RF

to determine radial profiles of the FW field and its wave
numbers in the plasma.TORIC4 solves the wave equations in
ion cyclotron range of frequencies in 2D numerical magnetic
equilibrium for a given toroidal mode numbersnwd where
dielectric tensors in a hot plasma are calculated using modi-
fied Bessel functionsfIn: n is a harmonic numbers0,1,…dg
and its derivatives at all orders in Larmor radius to include
nth sn@2d harmonic resonance interaction in wave equa-
tions. In this paper, we did not attempt to self-consistently
couple the wave fields fromTORIC4 and the non-Maxwellian
ion distribution fromORBIT-RF, which will be left for future
study. In TORIC4, a dielectric tensor is constructed using
Maxwellian distribution of plasma species. Therefore, the
magnitudes of FW fields are fixed during simulation time.
Steady-state slowing-down distribution of beam ion species
is modeled using a re-injection method of thermalized beam
ions. These new features ofORBIT-RF will be described in

detail in Sec. III. Even though several harmonic cyclotron
resonance layers of resonant ions exist simultaneously in the
plasma in actual experiments, they are sufficiently well sepa-
rated to justify modeling only a single cyclotron resonance
layer in this work. The extensive physics features ofORBIT-

RF are capable of identifying the experimentally demon-
strated strong interaction between the FW and injected beam
ions in the DIII-D tokamak. The simulation results show that
the physical insight and predictions provided by this ap-
proach qualitatively explain the experimental observations
and point to further improvements needed in the models to
simulate experiments more quantitatively.

This paper is organized as follows. The experimental
conditions on DIII-D for high harmonic ion cyclotron damp-
ing of the FW on injected beam ion species are reviewed in
Sec. II. Section III describes the main features ofORBIT-RF:
modeling of steady-state slowing-down distribution of beam
ions, analytical expressions for quasilinear rf diffusion opera-
tor with arbitrary harmonic absorption, Coulomb collision
operators between test ions and background plasma, and nu-
merical expressions for neutron enhancement and absorbed
power on resonant ion species as numerical diagnostics. In
Sec. IV, the numerical results are discussed for a selected
DIII-D discharge. Here, detailed modeling from the full
wave codeTORIC4 is first presented for a numerical equilib-
rium corresponding to the chosen DIII-D discharge together
with results from sensitivity study ofTORIC4. In sequence,
the numerical results fromORBIT-RFcoupled with wave fields
from TORIC4 are compared with power absorption calculated
with TORIC4 for Maxwellian distributions. Lastly,ORBIT-RF

predictions are compared with the DIII-D experimental mea-
surement in terms of absorbed powers for resonant ion spe-
cies and neutron enhancement. A summary and plans for
future work are presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS IN THE DIII-D
TOKAMAK

Among many experimental results in the DIII-D
tokamak5–9 using different frequency rangess60–117 MHzd
at different harmonicssfourth–eighthd, we focus on the ex-
periments performed during 1998 campaign for fourth har-
monic central damping of 60 MHz FW on injected deute-
rium beam ions.9 The major radius wasR0=1.7 m, the minor
radiusa=0.6 m, the usual toroidal magnetic fieldB0=1.9 T
and the plasma currentIp=1.2 MA. Four-element phased ar-
ray were used to launch the 60 MHz FW with a peak in the
vacuum spectrum atni=kic/v<5. Deuterium beam ions of
70–86 keV are injected in the co-current direction with
PNB=1.6–2.7 MW, which provides a fast ion population in
the plasma. After the NB preheated plasma reached a steady
state, rf power withPrf =1.0–1.5 MW was coupled for a
1–2 s pulse. The central electron densitynes0d was typically
2.0–5.031013 cm−3, the electron temperatureTes0d,
2.0–4.0 keV, the plasma ion temperatureTis0d,
2.0–3.0 keV, and the effective chargeZef f<2.0. At B0

=1.9 T, the 60 MHz FW interacts with deuterium beam ions
at three resonance locations, as shown in Fig. 1. The fourth
harmonic resonance layer is located near plasma center.
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Among three vertical charge exchange lines of sight, V1,
V2 and V3, in Fig. 1, only V2 located near the fourth har-
monic deuterium resonance layer detected significant ener-
getic tails during rf pulse,9 which confirms the formation of
energetic beam ion tail population in the central region. As a
consequence, a peaked ion pressure profile due to the in-
crease of perpendicularly stored energy was observed experi-
mentally with enhancedd-d neutron emission in the central
region of plasma on beam ion slowing-down timescales. The
measured neutron rate enhancementfEq. s10dg was mostly
between 1 and 2 during this campaign. This observation
strongly suggests significant damping of the FW on energetic
beam ion species at the fourth harmonic layer. The experi-
mental observations described in this section will be investi-
gated through numerical simulations usingORBIT-RF coupled
with a full wave solver,TORIC4, in Sec. IV.

III. FORMULATION

A. Modeling of steady-state slowing-down
distribution of beam ions

The injected neutral particles are assumed to be all ion-
ized by background plasma. Initially ionized beam ions are
distributed randomly according tonfscd~ s1−c2d2 in real
space while they have an initially monoenergetic distribution
in velocity space wherenf andc are a beam ion density and
normalized poloidal flux, respectively. In this work, only the
full energy component is considered. Pitch angle of beam ion
is calculated byl=ni /n=sBTRTd / sBRd sRef. 21d whereni is
the parallel velocity of beam ion,n the velocity of beam ion
and RT the tangency radius. To represent real numbers of
injected beam ions at any time consistent with the injected
beam power, a time-dependent weight is assigned to each
test beam ion. For simplicity, we assume that test beam ions
initially have the same weights, which are determined by the

beam ion source rateS calculated using the givenPNB sNB
injection powerd andEb sbeam ion energyd. Therefore, each
beam ion has a distribution at each time insEb, l, c, u, wd
space whereu and w are the poloidal angle and weighting,
respectively.

Injected monoenergetic beam ions lose their energy and
momentum to background plasma ions and electrons through
pitch-angle scattering and Coulomb collisions, and eventu-
ally are thermalized. To model a steady-state slowing-down
distribution of injected beam ions, we re-inject thermalized
beam ions periodically into the plasma. Reinjection times are
decided initially to be several ms consistent with thermaliza-
tion time. While beam ions are slowing down, they are moni-
tored at every reinjection time whether their energies have
dropped below a critical valuestypically chosen to be 1.5Ti

whereTi is the temperature of thermal plasma ionsd. If so,
new beam ions are injected at their birth energy with a
source rate compatible withPNB. Then, the weighting of
reinjected beam ion is readjusted to be consistent with con-
stant input power, and simultaneously with ion fueling rate
of beam. This procedure is carried through a few slowing-
down times of beam ions. Results show that this approach,
though simple, closely reproduces a steady-state slowing-
down distribution of beam ions within a few slowing-down
times.

B. Quasilinear high harmonic RF diffusion operator

When ions pass through ion cyclotron resonance layer
satisfying the conditionvrf −kini=nVi sn: harmonic num-
berd, they may either absorb or lose energy from the wave
depending on their phase with polarization of the FW. Since
ion phase information is lost through successive collisions19

before they re-enter the resonance region, the phase between
ions and the wave can be assumed to be random. Therefore,
we introduce a simplified rf-induced random walk model to
reproduce quasilinear diffusion in velocity space through sto-
chastic interaction with the FW. The interaction of ions with
the FW at Doppler shifted resonances changes the velocity of
ions in both parallel and perpendicular directions. In this
work, the change ofni due to finite parallel wave number
skiÞ0d is ignored since a significant change is made mostly
in perpendicular component. Therefore, the increment of
magnetic momentsDmrfd fEq. s1dg due to the rf interaction is
obtained by calculating a mean valuefEq. s2dg and random
variancefEq. s3dg from quasilinear equation governing rf-
induced particle diffusion in velocity space:

Dmrf = Dmrf + 2Î3SRs −
1

2
DÎkDmrf
%2l, s1d

where

FIG. 1. Elevation of the DIII-D vacuum vessel, showing the plasma bound-
ary and the third, fourth, and fifth deuterium cyclotron resonancessdashed
linesd in a DIII-D discharge 96043.01920. The three vertical neutral particle
lines of sight V1, V2 and V3ssolid linesd are also shown.
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Dmrf =
pq2n2V2

mvrf
2 B0

uE+u2bJn−1
2 sk'r'd

+ 2mJn−1
]Jn−1sk'r'd

]m
c K

uZn
Yu

, s2d

kDmrf
% l =

2pq2n2V2

mvrf
2 B0

muE+u2Jn−1
2 sk'r'd

K

uZn
Yu

= 2m
Jn−1

2 sk'r'd

FJn−1
2 sk'r'd + 2mJn−1sk'r'd

]Jn−1sk'r'd
]m

G
3Dmrf , s3d

with Zn=vrf −nVi −kiriVi andr' in Bessel functions is cal-
culated fromr'=sn' /Vid=sÎ2mB/Vid. Rs is a random num-
ber between 0 and 1 where the factor 2Î3 is such that
e0

12Î3fRs−s1/2dg2 dRs=1. Jn is thenth order Bessel function
of the first kind, andmi is the test ion mass. The operatorK
is expressed by20,22

K = 5 1 Î2tuc ø tc,

2pAi2szduZn
Ýu

uZn
Y̋/2u2/3

Î2tuc . tc,6 s4d

z = −
uZn

Ýu2

u2Zn
Y̋2u2/3

, tuc =Î 2p

uZn
Ýu

, tc =
2pAiszd

uZn
Y̋/2u1/3

, s5d

where Ai is the Airy function in order to include the case
when the successive interactions between a particle orbit and
the cyclotron resonances are close to each other. In Eq.s2d,
uE+u is the absolute magnitude of the left-hand polarized
component of wave electric field rotating in direction of ions.
The contribution from right-hand componentuE−u is ignored
in this work. To determine the magnitudes ofuE+u, k' andki

in Eqs.s2d ands3d, the 2D full wave codeTORIC4 is coupled
into ORBIT-RF. The radial profiles fromTORIC4 are passed on
to ORBIT-RF to calculate the increase of perpendicular energy
of ions passing through resonance surface. The detailed ap-
proach is described in Sec. IV.

C. Collision operators

The change in velocity of test ions due to Coulomb col-
lisions with plasma ions and electrons is calculated at each
time intervalDt using the slowing-down frequency between
ions–ions and ions–electrons,23

Dncol = – nhiDt, s6d

hi = 1.63 10−9Af
−1Tescd−3/2nescdZf

2Lefscdb1 + sEc/Efd3/2c
3s1/sd. s7d

The change in pitch angle induced by scattering between test
ions and plasma ions is modeled by23

Dl = − lh'Dt + 2Î3sRs − 1
2dÎs1 − l2dh'Dt, s8d

h' = 1.83 10−7Af
−1/2Ef

−3/2niscdZi
2Li fscds1/sd. s9d

In Eqs. s6d–s9d, Ec=14.83Af /Ai
2/3Tescd is the critical en-

ergy, Af the atomic mass number of test ion,L f is the Cou-
lomb logarithm,Ef is the test ion energy,ni is the plasma ion
density,ne is the plasma electron density and the subscriptf
denotes test ions andi for background thermal ions. We as-
sume that the density and temperature of background plasma
ions and electrons are fixed during simulations. Their initial
profiles are reproduced from experimental data at a given
time.

D. Neutron enhancement „Sn… and absorbed power
„Pabs…

As a convenient measure of the FW damping on beam
ions, neutron enhancementSn is calculated using the ratio of
neutron reaction rates between NB onlysno ICRFd and NB
coupled with the FW9 given by

Sn = So
i=1

nc

ksnliwiDNB+RFYSo
i=1

nc

ksnliwiDNBonly

, s10d

wherenc is the number of Monte Carlo test ions,ksnl the
reaction rate for beam plasma andwj the weighting of each
test ion.

Power absorption on resonant ion species due to rf kicks
is calculated by

Pabs= so DE'dt
/trun, s11d

whereDE' is the change of perpendicular energy due to rf
kicks at each time step, andtrun is simulation time of the
ORBIT-RF stypically several slowing-down timesd. The power
balance betweenPabs using Eq.s11d and power transferred
by energetic ions to background is cross checked.

IV. ORBIT-RF NUMERICAL RESULTS

The DIII-D discharge 96043 at 1920 ms is selected to
investigate the experimental observations described in Sec.
II. The background plasma consists of deuterium majority
ions, hydrogen minority ions and electrons. Corresponding
radial profiles for densitysned and temperaturessTe and Tid
are shown in Fig. 2. In Table I, heating parameters for

FIG. 2. Radial profiles for density and temperatures of electrons and thermal
deuterium ions for DIII-D discharge 96043.01920 wherer is the square root
of the normalized toroidal flux1/2.
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96043.1920 are described. Withf rf =60 MHz atBaxis=1.9 T,
the fourth harmonic resonance layer of deuterium beam ions
sequivalent to second harmonic of H minority ionsd is lo-
cated atc=0.017sR,164 cmd, which is several cm inboard
from the magnetic axis, as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Modeling of DIII-D experiment with TORIC4

1. Approach used for TORIC4 modeling

Figure 3sad shows an antenna toroidal power spectrum as
a function of ni in vacuum for a typical DIII-D 60 MHz
FWCD experiment. The integrated power in the range of
3.5øni ø5.7 sequivalent to 11ønwø17: nw is the toroidal
mode numberd is approximately 40% of total integrated
power from allni contributions in full toroidal spectrum. In
TORIC4, the antenna is modeled by a current sheath with
given antenna lengthlA on magnetic surfacec=cA. For the
DIII-D antenna,lA is set to be,44 cm. Resulting antenna
current spectrum as a function of poloidal Fourier mode
numbersmd is displayed in Fig. 3sbd, showing a symmetric
spectrum with a peak atm=0. Even though actual poloidal
spectrum for the DIII-D antenna 60 MHz is rather peaked
snot symmetricd;7 in this paper, we runTORIC4 using this
simplified symmetric poloidal spectrum due to the lack of
accurate antenna model inTORIC4. Based on the relationships
k2=kr

2+ku
2+ki

2=v2/nA
2 and sm/ rd2s=ku

2døv2/nA
2 wherenA is

Alfvén velocity, we can estimate approximate number of po-
loidal mode numbersNmd for the relatively short antenna
lengthsa half length is,22 cmd. With parameters shown in
Fig. 2 and Table I,uNmu is calculated as roughly 20. There-

fore, the poloidal mode number that we have selected in this
paper sNm=31: −15ømø15d seems reasonable, assuming
negligible contributions from high poloidal mode numbers
sumu.15d.

To identify well-converged wave solutions fromTORIC4,
robustness and sensitivity of the codeTORIC4 to some input
parameters have been tested out extensively. We found that
TORIC4 demonstrated good convergences in general. Figure 4
shows that total absorbed powersfP sMW/kA2dg by plasma
species as a function of radial grid meshsNrd and radial
profiles of realE+ sV/md along equatorial plane for different
Nr at a givennw=11 for two different plasmas. Figures 4sad
and 4sbd are for the plasma without beam ionsfthermal D
s95%d–minority H s5%dg while Figs. 4scd and 4sdd are for the
plasma with beam ionsfthermal Ds88%d–minority H s5%d–
Beam D s7%dg. The corresponding temperature profile for
beam ions is shown in Fig. 5sad. It is clearly seen from Figs.
4sbd and 4sdd that the existence of beam ions in the plasma
changes the radial structure and magnitude of wave field.
The differences in total absorbed power and magnitude of
wave field from differentNr are less than a few %. There-
fore, allTORIC4simulations presented in this paper have been
done with the resolution of 200Nr 331Nm. Approximately

TABLE I. Heating parameters for 96043.01920.

Prf

sMWd
f rf

sMHzd
PNB

sMWd
Eb

skeVd
Baxis

sTd

1.1 60 2.7 80 1.9

FIG. 3. sad A full antenna power spectrum as a function ofni for typical
DIII-D 60 MHz FWCD and sbd a symmetric poloidal Fourier spectrum
modeled for a givennw in TORIC4.

FIG. 4. Total absorbed powersfPsMW/kA d2g by plasma species as a func-
tion of radial grid meshsNrd and radial profiles of realE+ sV/md along
equatorial plane for differentNr at givennw=11: sad andsbd for the plasma
without beam ionsfthermal Ds95%d–minority H s5%dg; scd andsdd for the
plasma with beam ionsfthermal Ds88%d–minority H s5%d–Beam Ds7%dg.

FIG. 5. Three different Maxwellian temperature profiles for beam ions for
TORIC4 simulations.
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seven wavelengths are shown in Figs. 4sbd and 4sdd. This is
confirmed by simple calculation using DIII-D parameters
where a wavelength is calculated to be about 9 cm when a
plasma radius is,62 cm.

2. TORIC4 simulation results for a specific DIII-D
discharge

To identify the effect of existing beam ions on parasitic
ion power absorption from the full wave codeTORIC4, we run
TORIC4 for two cases with given rf input parameters in Table
I, numerical equilibrium for Shot No. 96043.01920 and
plasma kinetic profiles shown in Fig. 2. The first casesCase
1d is for a plasma without beam ionsfthermal D s95%d–
minority H s5%dg where only second harmonic resonance
heating on thermal H minority ions is available. The second
case sCase 2d is when the plasma consists of thermal D
s88%d–minority H s5%d–Beam Ds7%d where both second
harmonic heating on H minority ions and fourth harmonic
heating on D beam ions are included. To estimate averaged
power absorption by resonant ion species over the dominant
toroidal mode spectrum for each case, we assume same
power weighting for eachnw in the range of 11ønwø17,
instead of taking into account more realistic weightings of
power for differentnw shown in Fig. 3sad.

Table II shows power absorptions by H minority ions at
second harmonic resonance and electrons for eachnw for
Case 1. Very negligible damping on background D ions is
predicted while,16–39% of the ICRF power is damped on
electrons. TheTORIC4 simulations predict averaged power
absorbed by the H minority of 0.33 MWs,75% of ICRF
powerd for the range of 11ønwø17.

In Table III, predicted power absorptions by three differ-
ent ion species for Case 2 when beam ions exist in the
plasma are summarized for a givennw=11. Here, three dif-
ferent local Maxwellian temperature profiles are assumed for

beam ions as shown in Fig. 5. When beam ion species exist,
negligible dampings on electrons and majority background
ions are found. Beam ion absorbed power predicted from
TORIC4 is in the range 30–75%, depending on initial local
Maxwellian beam ion temperature. We find that power ab-
sorption on beam ions increases as beam ion temperature is
getting higher.

B. ORBIT-RF simulation results

1. Approach for coupling of TORIC4 full wave solution
to ORBIT-RF

In order to couple theTORIC4 results to theORBIT-RF, we
introduce further approximations to simplify simulations.
First, theTORIC4 simulations presented in previous subsec-
tion store wave solutions for each Fourier poloidal mode
numbersm: total 31 Fourier poloidal modesd along an equa-
torial plane for a givennw. Instead of doing simulations with
each wave field component of differentm, we do simulations
only with the biggest wave field component from dominant
poloidal mode number for a givennw. Therefore, we assume
that rf powers,0.44 MW for a givennwd is transferred by a
single toroidal and poloidal mode.

Second, the radial magnitudes ofuE+u from TORIC4 are
rescaled using a given rf power sinceTORIC4 calculates the
magnitudes ofuE+u for 1 A antenna current. Our approach is
to recalculateuE+u to get realistic numbers corresponding to
total input power, using the ratio of total power absorption
from experimentsPEXPd and that fromTORIC4 sPTORICd. For
example, theTORIC4 simulations resulted in total absorbed
power on plasma species,PTORIC=3.19310−1 MW/kA2 for
Case 1sno beam iond and 9.61310−1 MW/kA2 for Case 2
swith beam iond for a given nw=11. Assuming PEXP

=0.44 MW fornw=11, we calculate currentIant in antenna as
Iant,Î0.44/3.19310−1,1.2 kA for Case 1 and Iant

,Î0.44/9.61310−1,0.7 kA for Case 2. The magnitudes of
uE+u from TORIC4 is multiplied byIant to obtain the wave field
amplitude for ORBIT-RF simulation. Figures 6 and 7 show
radial profiles of rescaled magnitudes ofuE+u sV/md along
equatorial plane at the resolution of 200Nr 331Nm for a
single dominant wave mode for Case 1fFig. 6sadg and Case
2 fFig. 7sadg. Corresponding radial profiles ofni andn'

2 for
each case are also displayed in Figs. 6sbd and 6scd and Figs.
7sbd and 7scd, respectively. These renormalized radial pro-
files are passed on to theORBIT-RF to calculate the increase of
perpendicular energy of resonant ions passing through reso-
nance surface and thus absorbed power. Figure 8 showsuE+u
sV/md as a function ofsX,Zd for Case 2 before it is rescaled
with estimated total antenna current. Coupling ofuE+u as
shown in Fig. 8 with theORBIT-RF has not been attempted yet
in this work. Instead, the two-dimensional refractive effect of
incident wave field in the plasma is implemented using a
simple wave cone model inside the plasma in summary.

2. The ORBIT-RF simulation results

We follow the trajectories of test ions by solving Harmil-
tonian guiding center drift equation at each time stepsDt is
usually,10−5 sd using a Runge–Kutta fourth order integra-

TABLE II. Power absorptions on plasma species for Case 1.

nw

PsHd
sMWd

Psed
sMWd

11 0.37s84%d 0.07 s16%d
12 0.35s80%d 0.09 s20%d
13 0.31s71%d 0.13 s29%d
14 0.36s82%d 0.08 s18%d
15 0.32s73%d 0.12 s27%d
16 0.30s68%d 0.14 s32%d
17 0.27s61%d 0.17 s39%d

TABLE III. Power absorptions on three different ion species for Case 2 for
ne=11.

kTBeams0dl
skeVd

P sthemal Dd
sMWd

P sHd
sMWd

P sBeam Dd
sMWd

Casesad 26 0.002s1%d 0.30 s69%d 0.13 s30%d
Casesbd 52 0.001s!1%d 0.16 s36%d 0.28 s64%d
Casescd 78 0.001s!1%d 0.11 s25%d 0.33 s75%d
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tion scheme subject to the FW heating and slowing-down
collisions/pitch angle scattering with background ions and
electrons. Simulation time is typically several slowing-down
times of test ion species, which requires usually a few ten
thousand transit times of test ions. Grid size used issc ,ud
=s100,50d. In ORBIT-RF, electrons are considered as only
background species neutralizing charge. For simulations pre-
sented in this paper, we used mostly 10 000 particles to rep-

resent Monte Carlo test ions. Simulations had been per-
formed on LINUX cluster FI at GA using 20 processors.

First, two ion species plasmasCase 1d is simulated using
the ORBIT-RF coupled with the biggest electric field compo-
nent from theTORIC4 wave solutions for eachnw modes11
ønwø17d using the approach described in Sec. IV. For ex-
ample, Fig. 6sad shows theTORIC4 wave solution foruE+u for
nw=11/m=−1. To simulate resonant interaction between hy-
drogen minority ions and the FW, we set minority ions as test
ion species. Initial distribution of test minority ions in veloc-
ity space is assumed to be Maxwellian withkTel,2.7 keV
on magnetic axis. In real space, they are distributed with a
probability njscd~ s1−c2d2. The second harmonic resonance
of minority ions is located atc=0.017. To model a steady-
state regime, thermalized ions below a minimum energy
sEmin=1.5 keVd through Coulomb collisions after excited by
the FW are re-Maxwellized and then reinjected into the
plasma periodically during a given simulation time. The time
period for re-Maxwellization and reinjection is determined
by the ratio of pitch angle scattering time between ions and
transit time of thermal ions, which is approximately 1000
transit times of 2.7 keV thermal ions.

Figure 9 shows predicted power absorption by H minor-
ity ions at second harmonic resonance fromORBIT-RF for

FIG. 6. Radial profiles ofsad rescaled magnitudes ofuE+u sV/md, sbd ni and
scd n'

2 along equatorial plane with the resolution of 200Nr 331NM for the
plasma of thermal Ds95%d–minority H s5%d.

FIG. 7. Radial profiles ofsad rescaled magnitudes ofuE+u sV/md, sbd ni and
scd n'

2 along equatorial plane with the resolution of 200Nr 331Nm for the
plasma of thermal Ds88%d–minority H s5%d–Beam Ds7%d.

FIG. 8. A three-dimensional plot ofuE+u sV/md per 1 A antenna current from
TORIC4 simulations for the DIII-D discharge 96043.01920.

FIG. 9. Power absorptionssMWd by H minority ions at Doppler shifted
second harmonic resonance regions predicted fromORBIT-RF for each toroi-
dal Fourier modenw.
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eachnw. Absorbed power calculated using Eq.s11d ranges
from ,0.45 MW to,0.86 MW depending onnw at the end
of 20 000 transit time of test ions. Assuming the same
weightings of power for eachnw to rescale wave field mag-
nitude, we can estimate roughly averaged power of
,0.63 MW in the range of 11ønwø17 from theORBIT-RF

simulations, which is within a factor of two of theTORIC4

result of ,33 MW sSec. IVd. Figure 10sad shows initial
Maxwellian energy distribution of minority thermal ions be-
fore rf on. Energy distribution of excited ions at the end of
20 000 transit time after rf on is shown in Fig. 10sbd. Ener-
getic tails of minority ions are extended up to some hundred
keV. At this time, power balance between the difference of
the calculated power going to energetic ions using Eq.s11d
and the power transferred by energetic ions to the back-
ground is within 0.01%. Since the ion distribution from
ORBIT-RF is highly non-Maxwellian, one should not expect
exact agreement in power absorption betweenORBIT-RF and
TORIC4.

Next, we simulate resonant interaction between injected
deuterium beam ions and the FW using theORBIT-RF coupled
with the TORIC4 wave solutions for a givennw=11 as shown
in Fig. 7. For this simulation, we set beam ions as test ion
species. Initial distribution of beam ions in velocity space is
assumed to be monoenergetic with a full energy component
of 80 keV. In real space, they are distributed with a probabil-
ity njscd~ s1−c2d2. Detailed description about slowing-
down distribution of beam ions was given in Sec. III. To
model a steady-state regime, thermalized beam ions are re-
injected at their birth energys80 keVd into the plasma peri-
odically during a given simulation time. The fourth harmonic
resonance of deuterium beam ions is located atc=0.017. To
model actual NB+ICRF experimental situation realistically,
NB only heating is first turned on for,60 000 transit times
sa few slowing-down times of 80 keV deuterium beam ionsd.
Almost all beam ions have gone through at least one ther-
malization within this duration to reach a steady-state distri-
bution.

Figure 11 shows a spatial distribution of beam ion tem-
peraturefFig. 11sadg and energy distribution of beam ions
fFig. 11sbdg at the end of,60 000 transit times right before
rf on. The plot with1 in Fig. 11sbd is calculated from an
analytical expression for a steady-state slowing-down distri-
bution of beam ions.24 Then the FW heating is turned on for
an additional,30 000 transit times to explore the interaction
of beam ions with the FW. The threeTORIC4 cases with dif-
ferent Maxwellian beam ion temperature profiles discussed
in the previous sectionsFig. 5d have been simulated sepa-
rately with ORBIT-RF by coupling eachTORIC4 wave solution
with ORBIT-RF. ORBIT-RF predicts that beam ions absorb
,0.32 MW for Casesad, ,0.39 MW for Casesbd and
,0.40 MW for Casescd. We find that theTORIC4 predictions
are getting close toORBIT-RF results as higher initial beam
ion temperature is assumed inTORIC4 simulations. The large
discrepancy betweenTORIC4 and ORBIT-RF for Casesad are
expected from the fact that the interaction between energetic
beam ion tails and the FW are not being considered in
TORIC4.

In Fig. 12, spatial distributions of deuterium beam ions

FIG. 10. sad Initial Maxwellian energy distribution of minority thermal ions
before rf on andsbd energy distribution of excited ions due to the interaction
with ICRF wave at the end of 20 000 transit times after rf is turned on.

FIG. 11. sad A spatial distribution of beam ion temperatures as a function of
normalized poloidal flux andsbd corresponding energy distribution of beam
ions at the end of 60 000 transit times right before rf turn on where a symbol
1 is calculated from an analytical expression for a steady state slowing-
down distribution of beam ions.

FIG. 12. Spatial distributions of deuterium beam ions atsad t=0, sbd t
=30 000,scd t=60 000,sdd t=90 000 transit times. The ICRF wave is turned
on from t=60 000 to 90 000 transit times.
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are displayed att=0,30 000,60 000,90 000transit times.
The FW is turned on fromt=60 000 transit times to 90 000
transit times. It is seen that the energetic tails extend up to a
few hundred keV above beam injection energys80 keVd af-
ter the ICRF heating is turned on. These tails are built up in
relatively broad layerss0,c,0.4d encompassing Doppler
shifted fourth harmonic resonances as shown in Fig. 12sdd.
In Fig. 13, radial profiles of absorbed power density are com-
pared between the NB only and NB+ICRF cases. Figure 14
shows that significant change is made in the perpendicular
velocity, as explained in Sec. III. Recently, more quantitative
energetic particle distribution was measured on NSTX10

when high harmonic ICRF was applied to a neutral beam
heated plasma, which again showed the characteristic high
energy tail to several hundred keV which is again consistent
with ORBIT-RF simulation.

C. Comparison of ORBIT-RF simulation results
with experimental measurements

In this section, theORBIT-RF simulation results presented
in Sec. IV B are compared with experimental results in the
DIII-D tokamak. Figures 15 and 16 show experimental mea-
surements from discharge 96043 and other similar L-mode
discharge plasmas,9 demonstrating a strong interaction be-
tween beam ions and FW. Even though the neutral particle
analyzersNPAd used in the 1998 campaign was unable to
measure neutrals above the beam injection energy, the in-
crease in energetic ion population over the case with beam
only is clearly shown in Fig. 15sad. It is notable that the rf
heating affects higher energy beam ions more strongly than
lower energy ions. Figure 15sbd shows radial profiles of mea-
sured thermal pressure including electronsssolidd, calculated
classical beam ion pressuresdottedd and adjusted beam pres-

sure sdashedd that yields properly aligned ECE data. The
increase of beam ion pressure with rf heating is due to the
increase of perpendicular stored energy of beam ions through
the interaction with rf wave. Enhanced neutron reaction rates
during rf heating, as shown in Fig. 16, illustrate that deute-
rium beam ions are accelerated. Discharge 96043.01920
demonstrated enhancement of measured neutron rateSn

,1.4.
The experimental measurements described above are

qualitatively reproduced from theORBIT-RF simulations pre-
sented in Sec. IV within a reasonable agreement. Under the
assumption of no loss of energetic ions such as orbit loss and

FIG. 13. Radial profiles of absorbed power density as a function of normal-
ized poloidal flux in two cases of NB only and NB+ICRF.

FIG. 14. Beam ion distributions in velocity space atsad t=30 000, sbd t
=60 000,scd t=90 000 transit time when significant changes are made in the
perpendicular velocity due to rf kicks.

FIG. 15. sad Neutral particle spectra from six discharges similar to discharge
96043 during beam heating alonesopen diamondsd and during combined
beam and 60 MHz rf heatingscrossesd. The error bars represent statistical
variations in the binned data.sbd The measured thermal pressuressolid
curved and classical beam pressuresdashed curved, and an adjusted beam
pressuresdashed curved that yields properly aligned ECE data wherer is the
square root of normalized toroidal flux1/2.

FIG. 16. Time evolution ofsad the neutral beam power,sbd the 60 MHz rf
power, scd the poloidal beta from the equilibriumsdashed curved and dia-
magnetic loopssolid curved, sdd the d–d neutron emission,sed the 61 keV
charge exchange signal from a discharge similar to 96043.
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charge exchange loss, theORBIT-RF simulation results in neu-
tron enhancement factor ofSn,1.8 fusing Eq.s10dg, which
is within 30% of the experimental valuesSn,1.4d. In Fig.
17, the radial profiles of beam ion pressure calculated from
ORBIT-RF are compared between NB only and NB+ICRF
where the contributions from thermal electrons and ions are
not included. Contrast to experimental measurements in Fig.
15sbd, a smaller difference between NB only and NB
+ICRF is predicted which can be ascribed to the fact that the
ORBIT-RF simulations presented in this paper were done by
assigning only 40% of total experimental input rf power to a
single toroidal/poloidal mode number. A more comprehen-
sive simulation planned for the future which accounts for all
the input power should show a larger difference.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLAN

A Monte Carlo codesORBIT-RFd is coupled with the
ICRF full wave codesTORIC4d to investigate experimentally
observed interaction between injected beam ion species and
the FW at high harmonics in a selected DIII-D discharge.
The ORBIT-RF coupled withTORIC4 wave solutions using a
single dominant toroidal and poloidal wave number demon-
strates the capability to validate the qualitative consistency
of simulations with experimental observations. The simula-
tion results using a previous DIII-D FWCD discharge vali-
dated the interaction between deuterium beam ions and FW
at the fourth harmonic resonance. Predicted power absorp-
tion from ORBIT-RF is benchmarked againstTORIC4 calcula-
tion with a high temperature Maxwellain distribution to
model the beam ions. Comparison results between the pre-
diction fromTORIC4and that fromORBIT-RF point out that the
interaction between a self-consistent energetic beam ion tails
and FW may be important for a more quantitative prediction
of the power absorption in experiments. Estimated enhanced
neutron rates,1.8d from this specific simulation is repro-
duced within 30% of experimental measurements,1.4d. Tail
energies of injected beam ions are formed up to a few hun-
dred keV above injected beam energy with a relatively broad
spectrum when FW is turn on, which comes from the finite
orbit effect of resonant beam ions circulating around reso-
nance location near the magnetic axis and Coulomb colli-
sions which scatter the energetic ions radially. Figure 18
shows the radial profiles of absorbed power density between

TORIC4 and ORBIT-RF. A much broader power spectrum is
found from theORBIT-RF simulation which comes from orbit
effect.

To consider the two-dimensional refractive effect of full
wave solution, we have also modeled a wave cone in the
plasma withr0=0.2 snormalized amplitude on axisd and u0

= ±30° from equatorial plane in poloidal cross section. The
ions outside this wave cone are excluded from the interaction
with the FW. Power absorption with this wave cone model is
,15% less than that of no cone model treated in this paper.
Therefore, it is expected that coupling the 2D full wave so-
lution with ORBIT-RF as shown in Fig. 8 would provide more
quantitative prediction. Further self-consistent simulations
should include feeding back the resulting non-Maxwellian
distributions of beam and minority ions fromORBIT-RF to
TORIC4 in an iterative manner to update full wave calcula-
tions. This work will help address the effect of self-
consistent interaction of wave propagation and particle orbit
trajectories including Doppler shifts. Further implementation
of additional energetic ion loss mechanisms is also planned
in the near future.
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